helping
architects and
builders achieve
energy ratings of
up to 10-stars

. . . by making Australia’s most energy efficient windows

Lift-Slide Doors
Sliding Door Giants
Stacker Doors
Corner Sliders

*

Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.

Alfresco living is much in demand for entertaining. The trend towards building homes
with an abundance of natural light and a seamless connection between interior and
exterior spaces is growing. Open up your house with sliding doors, stacker sliders,
giant sliders or corner sliders for indoor outdoor living.
Paarhammer lift-slide doors achieve their outstanding energy efficiency through their
unique airtight framing design that incorporates multi-level rubber seals to eliminate
drafts. Easy gliding action is achieved through specially engineered lift-slide functionality
which also facilitates floor level installations for step-free access and a cleaner look.
Custom-made
Sliding doors are available in a multitude
of configurations including stackers, and
can be up to 3m high or 5m wide per leaf
(up to 400kg). A variety of double or triple
glazed glass options are possible.

Double or triple glazing together with a double layer of
seals and multi-point locking ensure energy savings of up
to 84% and a sound protection of up to 45dB. This is some
80-90% over conventional sliding doors.
The German engineered hardware lifts and frees the slider
to guarantee easy gliding and is also available motorised.
Outstanding security is provided through multi-point
locking. The threshold can be recessed into the floor.
Lift-slide doors are draft free and ideal for high wind
loading.
For an alfreco lifestyle or architectural accents,
Paarhammer sliding doors are the answer.

There is a range of timbers to choose
from, including FSC® (Forest
Stewardship Council®) certified timbers.
Products can be ordered fine sanded only
or spray painted in a variety of finishes
and colours.

CAD drawings on website

Innovation and problem solving are hallmarks
of Paarhammer. The company was the first to
introduce bushfire safe windows and doors to
Australia. Lift-slide doors are available, tested
and approved for all bushfire levels including
BAL-29, BAL-40, and BAL-FZ, without the need
for shutters.
Accessories available include timber flyscreen
doors, retractable screens, and in-glass
venetians.
Outstanding quality, security features and
design flexibility ensures architects, developers
and home-owners achieve superior results.
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We are committed to a sustainable future with architectural flexibility and style.
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